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A USCG perspective on EGCS 

Some US references

• US EPA :   ECA Penalty Policy for Violations by Ships of  January, 2015

• USCG: CSNCOE Field Notice 001 of June, 2017

Agenda for discussion:

• Common aspects and issues of marine Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems

• How could industry improve design and installation?

• Exhaust gas analyzer and water sensor records and ship’s location
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Common EGCS aspects and issues?

• Typically, all systems can meet the basic regulatory requirements for SO2 reduction 

and also the water quality limits for pH, PAH, and Turbidity, with most fuel sulfur levels 

up to the 3.5% limit.

• Common exceptions during operations are:

– Exhaust gas SO2/CO2 ratio temporarily out of limits during engine start/stop and 

engine changes.

– Water sensors temporarily out of limits during engine or EGCS start.

– pH levels in VGP areas.

– Occasional temporary exhaust gas or water sensor out of limits due to instrument 

anomalies or other temporary causes.

– Accidental breakdown of components or the full system.

• Also, in port:

– White smoke or plume from exhaust stack.

– Bubbles or foam around washwater discharge opening.
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How could industry improve design and installation?

• Continuously improve the reliability of regulated sensor systems (gas analyzers and 

water sensors), including sampling systems. 

• To the extent needed, continue to improve the efficiency of systems to treat high sulfur 

fuels, which are expected to become more common after 01 January, 2020.

• Continue to improve the efficiency of the system to operate within pH limits in VGP 

areas, for open loop operations.  Continue to improve methods for reducing white 

smoke or water discharge bubbles in port.

• Continuously improve the reliability of the full mechanical/electrical system, to minimize 

the occurrence of leaks, failure of level, pressure or other sensors, or other failures 

leading to system shutdown in Emission Control Areas.  Provide redundancy where 

practical throughout the system to avoid single point failures leading to shutdowns in 

Control Areas.

• Use construction and installation materials designed to maximize reliability and safety.

. 
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Gas and water sensor records and ship location?

• Make electronic compliance records formatting logical and understandable for port 

state inspections.

• Where possible, next to recorded entries in electronic compliance records  show an 

indication if the vessel location is in or out of Emission Control Areas.  

• Where significant exceedance from limits, missing data, or other compliance 

anomalies exist, operators should always explain by entry in the EGCS Record Book. 

• The following should always be readily available for inspection onboard:

– Electronic compliance records for continuous monitoring

– All EGCS-related regulatory documents and updated manuals 

– EGCS Record Book 
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Last thoughts

• For system designers:   build in as much reliability in the system as possible, and give 

special attention to the gas and water sensor systems to avoid gaps in coverage, 

erroneous readings, failures of flow indicators, and other instrument anomalies.

• Also, make electronic records formatting simple and accessible to inspectors.

Last comments:

• The  USCG Field Notice 0001 of June, 2017 has received a positive reception 

among EGCS operators as a practical solution to the existing lack of operating 

tolerances for short-term gas analyzer anomalies.

• There has been interest expressed in extending this to water sensors as well, at least 

outside US VGP waters, although it’s not clear how this will develop.

• The IMO/PPR is studying a proposal (PPR 5-11-1) to recognize certain temporary 

situations of gas/water sensor variations from limits as non-violations, but although 

the US generally supports this, it’s at least a year away from potential adoption into 

MEPC Guidelines.  
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